Incoming freshman Jane Bearcat is interested in majoring in biological sciences with a specialization in the biology of plants. What would her CPP Stack look like in Catalyst?

**Academic Career: UGRAD**
- The university has four careers: Undergraduate, Graduate, Law and Medicine
- As an incoming freshman, Jane is enrolled in the undergraduate Academic Career

**Academic Program: 15BAC**
- 15: The numeric college value of McMicken College of Arts and Sciences
- BAC (Baccalaureate): Academic entity in which the student applies, is admitted, and graduates. Other programs include ASC (associates degree) and CRT (certificates)

**Academic Plan: BIOL-BS**
- Academic Plan is the area of study contained within an Academic Program that results in a particular award (what we understand the major or minor to be in UniverSIS)
- BIOL-BS = Bachelor of Science in Biological Sciences

**Plan Type: MAJ**
- Because Jane will be majoring in biological sciences, her Plan Type is MAJ (major).
- Other types include 2ND (second major) and MIN (minor)

**Academic Sub-Plan*: BIOL-P**
- An area of emphasis that may be contained within an Academic Plan (tracks or specializations)
- BIOL-P = Specialization to study the biology of plants
- * Not every Academic Plan has an Academic Sub-Plan